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Abstract
The blockchain has received significant attention from technology focussed researchers, highlighting 
its perceived impact and emerging disruption potential, but has been slow to engender any significant 
momentum within the Information Systems (IS) and Information Management (IM) literature. This 
study approaches the subject through an IS/IM lens developing the key themes from the blockchain 
based research via a comprehensive review. This analysis of the body of literature highlights that 
although few commercial grade blockchain applications currently exist, the technology demonstrates 
significant potential to benefit a number of industry wide use cases. This study expands on this point 
articulating through each of the key themes to develop a detailed narrative on the numerous potential 
blockchain applications and future direction of the technology, whilst discussing the many barriers to 
adoption. The study asserts that blockchain technology has the potential to contribute to a number of 
the UN Sustainability Development Goals and engender widespread change within a number of 
established industries and practices. 
Keywords: Barriers; Blockchain; Information Systems; Literature Review; Opportunities; Sustainable 
Development Goals (UNSDGs)    
1. Introduction
Organisations are demonstrating increasing interest in blockchain technology due to the promise of 
significant business benefits. Blockchain can facilitate increased levels of disintermediation where 
suppliers can transact directly with customers, negate the need for reconciliations, efficiently track 
assets and assure the integrity of data (Lacity 2018). The concept of the blockchain and its associated 
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Litecoin, and Ethereum, have attracted significant attention in recent 
years within academia and practice. Blockchain is positioned as a key emerging technological trend 
with studies highlighting its potential market disruption in supporting authenticated and trusted 
decentralised secure transactions (Ølnes et al. 2017; Yli-Huumo et al. 2016). Studies have analysed the 
blockchain literature, highlighting a number of innovative applications in areas such as: secure 
contracts, creation of e-health records, finance and supply chain management (Beck et al. 2017). The 
planned 2019 launch of tZero - the first SEC-cleared digital security token that is positioned to 
ultimately reshape global equity and financial markets, highlights the corporate confidence in the 
potential of this technology (IBD 2018).  
    The migration toward blockchain technology is influenced by a number of factors including regional 
and cultural considerations, that could engender greater momentum to solve specific problems and 
directly benefit citizens. This is especially so for emerging economies such as India where a number of 
leading banks including: Standard Chartered, Mumbai ICICI, HDFC, Kotak Mahindra, and Axis bank are 
among a consortium of 11 big lenders set to launch the country's first blockchain-linked funding for 
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The consortium is hoping a new industry-wide blockchain-
based solution will deliver a number of benefits including: cutting timeframes in supply-chain 
financing, reduced costs, deepen credit catchment area and increase the number of SMEs integrated 
into the formal credit system. It is expected that this new initiative will make lending more transparent 
and less susceptible to fraud (Economic Times 2019).
    Blockchain can be viewed as a distributed peer to peer ledger comprising of an ordered set of 
connected and replicated blocks of data. At its core, integrity of the blockchain is maintained via the 
use of public key encryption for any interaction or changes to the network (Dresher 2017). From an 
architecture and structural perspective, the configuration of the blockchain is structured around a 
distributed database, decentralized immutable consensus mechanism, secured via cryptographic 
algorithms that control each block in the chain (Bailis  et al. 2017; Hawlitschek et al. 2018).
    Although blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies in general have received considerable 
coverage within the last few years, studies have highlighted that transformative applications are still 
not commercially available and few organisations have progressed their blockchain solutions beyond 
the feasibility or prototype stage (Axios 2018; Iansiti and Lakhani 2017). Aligning an organisations 
strategy to a blockchain solution with known challenges in the areas of performance, scalability and 
integration with other systems, is no easy task when the realisation of benefits is uncertain. 
Additionally, there are cultural, regulatory, legal and logistical issues that are yet to be solved to clear 
the path for greater uptake of the technology. Given these challenges, it is not surprising that few 
organisations are prepared to commit significant investment beyond the prototype stage to bridge 
the gap between promised and actual business value (Lacity 2018). However, despite these 
uncertainties, the inherent characteristics of blockchain make the technology an attractive prospect 
for many organisations. Furthermore, it is clear that significant momentum is currently driving 
blockchain, where the numerous potential applications and perceived benefits of the technology are 
generating significant interest at a global level.      
    Studies have generally tended to focus on the technical and performance aspects of blockchain 
concentrating on themes such as security, performance and privacy in the context of cryptocurrencies 
and their potential disruption to existing processes (Dorri et al. 2017; Li & Wang 2017; Wüst and 
Gervais 2018). The lack of a wider debate on this topic has been acknowledged in specific areas of the 
literature, where searches have revealed that over 80 percent of studies have focused on the 
technological aspects of blockchain with less than 20 percent discussing blockchain applications and 
the business focussed challenges (Yli-Huumo et al. 2016). However, a more business and IS themed 
debate seems to be emerging within the literature, where studies tend to look beyond the technical 
nuances of blockchain and concentrate on realistic applications, limitations of the technology and 
overall business benefits to the organisation (Kuo et al. 2017; Ølnes et al. 2017). 
    Review studies focussing on blockchain technology and its application have featured within the 
literature. The study by Hawlitschek et al. (2018) analyses blockchain and its key attributes focussing 
primarily on the critical aspect of trust within the sharing economy. The review undertaken by Grover 
et al. (2018) explored a number of use cases within Business to Government, Business to Business and 
Business to Consumer contexts, highlighting the wide potential for the technology and its application. 
This study extends many of the key elements from these previous review studies, offering a wider 
analysis and narrative where we isolate a number of key themes surrounding blockchain. The study 
analyses the benefits and limitations, discuss key cases where blockchain can address real world 
problems, analyse blockchain in the context of United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDG) and develop a number of propositions aligned to a newly presented framework to guide future 
research on this important topic. 
    The subsequent sections of this study are as follows: Section 2 describes how the blockchain 
technology works in practice, discussing the network architecture and transaction mechanism; Section 
3 discusses the literature review where the method and key themes are outlined; Section 4 provides 
an industrial focussed perspective on blockchain; section 5 discusses two specific cases based on 
migrant families and low paid farmers in India where blockchain technology could be used to deliver 
key benefits to families living below the poverty line; section 6 pulls together the key elements of the 
study and discusses blockchain the context of the UN SDGs. This section also details the key 
propositions of the study and outlines a number of potential future research directions and the final 
section details the concluding points of the study.    
2. How the blockchain works
The concept of the blockchain was first proposed by Nakamoto (2008) in the context of a peer to peer 
electronic cash system titled - Bitcoin. This initial study discussed the potential of a new peer-to-peer 
technology operating with no central authority or bank where collectively the network manages the 
transactions and the issuing of bitcoins. At its core, the concept proposed by Nakamoto relied on a  
multi-signature feature to authorise all transactions thereby, ensuring consent from other members 
and a full audit trail identifying which members permitted each particular transaction (Nakamoto 
2008). These initial concepts and ideas relating to Bitcoin have matured to encompass a wider field of 
economic and commercial applications where the management and processing of cryptocurrencies is 
just one application of the technology (Dresher 2017; Hawlitschek et al. 2018). Figure 1 highlights the 
structural variance between a traditional ledger based system architecture and the blockchain 
architecture. The traditional structure consists of a number of ledgers or databases directly connected 
to a central or trusted 3rd party ledger. In this configuration each node in the network maintains their 
own ledger but also relies on the central ledger as the master record. The blockchain structure does 
not require the use of the trusted central ledger, as each node in the network holds its own identical 
ledger copy that transacts directly with all other nodes in the network. The net effect of this 
configuration is that at any point in time all ledgers are synchronised across the network and transact 
directly without the need for the trusted 3rd party node (Hawlitschek et al. 2018; Lacity 2018). 
 
Figure 1: Traditional vs blockchain architecture (Source: Adapted from Lacity 2018; Ølnes et al. 2017).
The research by Iansit and Lakhani (2017) identified a number of basic principles that underpin the 
workings of blockchain technology, highlighting the key differences when compared to a traditional 
architecture:
1. Distributed ledger or database: Each block in the chain has access to the entire database and 
the full audit trail of all transactions. The data stored within each ledger is not controlled by 
any single party. Each node can verify the records of all transactions across the network 
without needing a central node or trusted 3rd party.   
2. Direct node to node communication: Each node communicates with other nodes in the 
network where each ledger stores the data and forwards it to all other connected nodes.
3. Accessibility within the network: Each transaction and associated data are visible to all parties 
within the network. Transactions occur between unique blockchain addresses. 
4. Immutability: All transactions, once entered in to the ledger, cannot be changed as the data 
is replicated across all nodes in the network. Data stored within the blockchain is permanent, 
chronologically ordered and available to all nodes. This differs somewhat from the traditional 
model where data can be changed and re-ordered.   
5. Computational logic: Transactions can be programmed to be automatically triggered between 
nodes via the use of secure algorithms without any control from a central node.
The challenge to the blockchain network is to ensure the system is open to all parties whilst 
guaranteeing only valid transactions are added (Drescher 2017). In the event that a new transaction 
is requesting to join the network, the request is communicated to all nodes in the blockchain. The new 
transaction is validated via cryptographic algorithms by all nodes within the network. Each node in the 
blockchain verifies that the new transaction is valid. Once approved the new transaction is added as a 
new block to the chain. At this stage, each ledger on every node in the network identifies the fact that 
the record and associated audit trail has been updated to reflect the addition of a new block in the 
chain (Drescher 2017; Iansiti and Lakhani 2017; Lacity 2018). 
    Drescher (2017) highlights that blockchains are effectively a digital storage network that is totally 
independent of the data contained within each block and identifies the key characteristics as:
 Immutable:  Once a transaction has been added to the blockchain it cannot be altered. 
 Time stamped: All records are date and time stamped thereby, ensuring a built-in audit trail 
is maintained for all additions to the network.
 Append only: Data can only be added to the blockchain in time-ordered sequential order.
 Secure: All additions to the blockchain are governed via secure algorithms that use public key 
encryption, thereby, reducing the risk of data corruption or fraud.
 Open and transparent: The distributed ledger nature of the blockchains means that all nodes 
in the network share the same master records. These characteristics make the blockchain 
more accurate and consistent across the entire network.
These characteristics and inherent properties of blockchain open up a number of potential 
applications beyond that of cryptocurrency, where these attributes can offer advantages over 
traditional centralised methods. Aspects of the literature have explored the potential of blockchain 
leveraging the characteristics of the technology to offer a number of application areas, namely: smart 
contracts (Mendling et al. 2018), digital payments (Drescher 2017), supply chain management (Lacity 
2018), accounting and assurance (Dai & Vasarhelyi 2017), transport and logistics (Dobrovnik et al. 
2018), peer review and voting (Avital 2018). The advantages that blockchain can bring to many of 
these use cases is one where one or more of the characteristics listed above, can provide direct 
benefits to users and contracting parties. Many studies refer to a logistics and supply chain scenario 
when articulating how blockchain can offer benefits over traditional based approaches (Dobrovnik et 
al. 2018; Iansiti and Lakhani 2017; Kshetri 2017). In the supply chain context, the blockchain ledger 
would detail the history of the product journey from supplier to consumer and via the use of RFID and 
GPS technology, goods would be tracked through every stage. Trust would be guaranteed via the 
immutability of the technology as fraud could be easily detected within any part of the supply chain. 
Costs would be reduced in the supply chain context due to disintermediation, as blockchain negates 
the requirement for agents or intermediaries. The settlement of monies would be automated where 
the conditions detailed in the smart contract are fulfilled and goods are delivered to the customer. 
Importantly trust is engendered by all stakeholders as the integrity of the blockchain is maintained 
and all ledger records are visible by all parties.           
3. Literature Review and Key Themes 
Although numerous studies relating to blockchain have been published, the literature relating to 
blockchain technology from the IS perspective is immature. Generally, the studies in scope tend to 
span from 2017 onwards with a relatively increasing number within 2018 and 2019. This section 
explores the literature within these periods and all relevant earlier studies.
3.1 Literature review method
Initial basic searches for blockchain related terms across all genres of research returned many 1000’s 
of results. The search terms “Blockchain" or "Block chain" were used within the Scopus database to 
retrieve only ABS ranked publications. This specific search yielded just 33 relevant results. Each of the 
articles retrieved by this search were reviewed for relevance and quality. This exercise necessitated 
the removal of results that were not relevant and the addition of new studies via the extended 
literature review of this initial list of articles. The decision to include additional studies was based on 
a relevance assessment adopting an approach similar to other existing reviews such as Duan et al. 
(2019), Ismagilova et al. (2019), Kapoor et al. (2018) and Kuttimani et al. (2019). The result of this 
process was a list of 51 publications that were deemed to be within the scope required for this study. 
Each of these remaining studies were reviewed to extract the key points, contribution to the literature 
and research limitations. This data was tabulated and used to develop a synthesis of the topic and to 
develop the key themes for this study based on the content of each of the articles. Each of the listed 
key themes were identified based on a detailed analysis of the content and commonality between the 
selected studies. The final stage of this exercise was the identification of which specific studies aligned 
with each of the developed key themes. 
3.2 Literature review themes and references
The alignment of relevant blockchain studies and the associated themes are presented in Table 1. 
Where studies have discussed areas relating to more than one of the selected themes, each instance 
is listed in the table. The selection of themes is based on an overall assessment of the key topics 
covered within each of the articles forming the literature review search results.  
Table 1: Literature review results aligned to blockchain theme.
Blockchain 
Theme









Axios (2018); Dobrovnik et al. (2018); Drescher (2017); 
Forester (2018); Holub & Johnson (2018); Iansiti and Lakhani 
(2017); Kshetri, (2018); Lacity (2018); Michelman (2017); 




Security and integrity 




Beck et al. (2016); Böhme et al. (2017); Drescher (2017); 
Fengi et al. (2018); Fosso Wamba (2018); Gomber et al. 
(2018); Guo and Liang (2016); Hawlitschek et al. (2018); 
Lacity (2018); Mendling et al. (2018); Pazaitis et al.  (2017); 






Impact on business 
models and associated 
processes as a direct 
result of implementing 
blockchain based 
Dobrovnik et al. (2018); Drescher (2017); Forester (2018); 
Iansiti and Lakhani (2017); Kypriotaki et al. (2015); Mendling 
et al. (2018); Michelman (2017); Peters and Panayi (2016); 
Prybila et al. (2017); Tan et al. (2018); Weber et al. (2016) ; 
Ying et al. (2018); Zamani & Giaglis (2018).
3.3 Blockchain themes 
This section elaborates on the key themes listed in Table 1 outlining a number of the key factors from 
the existing research to develop a detailed narrative on IS related aspects of blockchain technology. 
Commercial Considerations and Realities
Generally, the literature has presented blockchain as a technology able to solve a number of business 
problems due to the inherent characteristics of the technology and its potential to revolutionise the 
way we do business (Rabah 2017; Zalan 2018). This propensity within existing research to position 
blockchain as an enabler for technological change, perhaps masks the reality that few large scale 
commercial applications currently exist (Axios 2018). Some aspects of the media have reported that 
at least 75 banks across the globe are planning to implement blockchain solutions and that Facebook 
is secretly developing a large scale bespoke blockchain based cryptocurrency system (Independent 
2018). These reports highlight the underlying interest and perceived benefits for organisations looking 
to invest in this technology. However, areas within the literature have endeavoured to look through a 
more sceptical lens in an attempt to offer a more holistic appraisal of the technology. The research by 
Dobrovnik et al. (2018) takes a pragmatic view of blockchain innovation within logistics, where it sets 
out the key attributes of blockchain and poses the question “how is the technology better than current 
practice?” The authors apply the framework developed by Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) using the 
systems.
Cost & Performance Potential cost 
implications of 
implementing block 
chain solutions and 
impacts on 
performance for the 
transacting entities. 
Alabi, K. (2017); Beck et al. (2016) ; Dobrovnik et al. (2018); 
Gomber et al. (2018); Holub & Johnson (2018);  Iansiti and 
Lakhani (2017) ; Mendling et al. (2018); Michelman (2017); 








such as Bitcoin or 
Ethereum.  
Bailis et al. (2017); Böhme et al. (2017); Eyal & Sirer (2018); 
Holub & Johnson (2018); Iansiti and Lakhani (2017); Li & 
Wang (2017); Staples et al. (2017); Tang et al. (2019); Tasca 






assessment of the 
many and varied 
potential blockchain 
based systems and 
solutions presented 
within the literature. 
Avital (2018); Axios (2018); Bailis et al. (2017); Barnett & 
Treleaven (2018);  Beck et al. (2016); Beck et al. (2017); 
Carrenõ et al. (2018); Coyne & McMickle (2017); Dai & 
Vasarhelyi (2017); Dobrovnik et al. (2018); Fengi et al. 
(2018); Gomber et al. (2018); Guo and Liang (2016); Iansiti 
and Lakhani (2017); IBD (2018); Kshetri (2018); Levine 
(2017); Li et al. (2018); Ølnes et al. (2017); Peters and Panayi 
(2016);  Queiroz and Wamba (2019); Staples et al. (2017); 






of the overall potential 
impact and benefits of 
blockchain for 
organisations
Axios (2018); Drescher (2017); Iansiti and Lakhani (2017); 
IBD (2018); Lacity (2018); Levine (2017); Michelman 
(2017); Ølnes et al. (2017); Rabah (2017); Staples et al. 





Assessment of the 
many barriers that 
could limit the take-up 
of blockchain based 
systems and wider 
large scale adoption.
Axios (2018); Bailis et al. (2017); Beck et al. (2016); Beck et 
al. (2017) ; Böhme et al. (2017); Coyne & McMickle (2017); 
Drescher (2017); Forester (2018);  Gomber et al. (2018); Guo 
and Liang (2016); Hawlitschek et al. (2018); Holub & Johnson 
(2018); Iansiti and Lakhani (2017); Kshetri (2018); Kshetri 
(2017); Kypriotaki et al. (2015); Levine (2017); Ølnes et al. 
(2017); Peters and Panayi (2016); Staples et al. (2017). 
dimensions of novelty and coordination effort to better understand the true value potential for 
organisations. The study concludes that blockchain has the potential to deliver considerable savings 
in the context of operational efficiencies and reduced transaction costs, but significant challenges 
must be overcome before the technology can engender mainstream adoption. The pragmatic 
emphasis on the commercial benefits to the organisation is continued in Drescher (2017), where the 
study sets out the criticality of an “added value” perspective when comparing traditional centralised 
systems to blockchain based peer to peer architectures. The reality is that integrity within a blockchain 
network is expensive when compared to centralised systems. Therefore, organisations need to 
address the commercial realities when assessing the perceived benefits vs centralised based solutions 
(Drescher 2017). 
    Although numerous studies have extoled the virtues and transformational nature of blockchain 
technology, the large-scale, widespread deployment of blockchain solutions is not imminent and many 
prospective commercial applications are still at the prototype or feasibility stage. (Forester 2018; 
Holub & Johnson 2018). Blockchain applications are likely to be developed by organisations within 
specific sectors such as finance, logistics and supply chain, where the potential benefits can be 
realised, rather than an industry wide adoption of the technology. The study by Kshetri (2018) 
emphasises this point where it discusses the feasibility project developed by Walmart and IBM to use 
blockchain technology to specifically monitor food based products in the US and China. The blockchain 
solution helped significantly reduce the time taken to track food from days to minutes delivering 
commercial and sustainability benefits to both organisations (Kshetri 2018). Although organisations 
seem to be actively reviewing blockchain at a strategic level, the daunting challenges in the areas of 
standards, regulations, shared governance models and viable ecosystems, highlights the immaturity 
of the technology (Lacity 2018). The study by Ying et al. (2018) documents one of the few commercial 
blockchain applications developed for the Hainan Airlines (HNA) group in China. HNA developed a 
blockchain based e-commerce system for its employees to buy products directly from 3rd party 
suppliers. The system went online in February 2015 with 2000 suppliers participating and was viewed 
as a successful implementation (Ying et al. 2018). However, although this project has yielded lessons 
learned for the potential of blockchain, the study is limited as the system was available to internal 
customers only and no direct comparison to traditional centralised approaches was carried out.
    Organisations should be cognisant of the potential business risks associated with blockchain 
solutions while still able to leverage the opportunities and benefits of its adoption (Staples et al. 2018). 
The commercial realities of blockchain were reviewed in Michelman (2017), where the study explored 
the topic from a pessimistic narrative to identify the true benefits - posing the question: What 
fundamental costs does blockchain reduce?  The research highlighted cost benefits in two areas: 1) 
reduction in costs associated with transaction audit and verification, 2) the costs of exchanging value 
between parties due to not relying on a costly intermediary. The study associated these commercial 
benefits with the inherent characteristics of blockchain and its ability to securely record and time-
stamp all transactions within each block (Michelman 2017). 
Security, Privacy and Trust
People are likely to interact and transact with a system if they trust it. Integrity in a system is required 
to fulfil the expectations of users and to reinforce their trust in the network. However a collaborative 
process execution is problematic if the participants involved have a lack of trust in each other 
(Dreschler 2017; Fosso Wamba 2018; Weber et al. 2016). Blockchain technology creates a trusted 
transparent environment making information publicly available thought the entire network, whilst 
assuring the integrity and immutability of data (Seebacher and Schüritz 2017; Ying et al. 2018). Within 
traditional networks, trust and integrity are handled via the central node or database that assumes 
the role of trusted 3rd party. Developing and retaining integrity in a blockchain requires knowledge of 
the number of nodes and knowledge of the trustworthiness of the peers. The distributed peer to peer 
nature of the blockchain means that trust is integral to each block in the chain (Beck et al. 2016; 
Gomber et al. 2018). 
Figure 2: Simplified blockchain ledger (Source: Adapted from Aste et al. 2017) 
The integrity of the blockchain is maintained via the structure of each block (Figure 2), where a full 
audit trail is detailed for all transactions and only valid transactions are added to the blockchain. 
(Drescher 2017). As the blockchain is engineered with immutability as one of its core characteristics, 
this fact is viewed as a guarantee of authenticity and trust, thereby increasing security and reducing 
the potential for fraudulent transactions (Fengi et al. 2018; Guo and Liang 2016). Blockchain assures 
the provenance of data as well as a security model that is fault tolerant and resilient (Lacity 2018). The 
trust concept is perhaps a step change for users, in that although the blockchain adopts a trust based 
architecture, institutional factors mean that confidence is required in the security of the technology 
prior to widespread adoption (Hawlitschek et al. 2018; Lacity 2018; Pazaitis et al. 2017).
    The challenge within a working blockchain is to keep the network open to all valid parties, yet secure 
the history and integrity of data from being compromised by malicious 3rd parties (Mendling et al. 
2018). These elements together, protect the history of blockchain data from any manipulation by 
dishonest nodes or 3rd parties. The study by Lacity (2018) highlighted that blockchain applications 
engender increased levels of security when compared to traditional architectures as they ignore 
faulty, malicious or suspicious transactions and nodes. Blockchain applications promise high levels of 
security resilience and availability. In the event of an attack on the blockchain itself, the network itself 
is resilient enough to be able to operate normally even if a high percentage of nodes are attacked 
(Lacity 2018).
Business Model and Business Processes Implications
Blockchain has been described as a foundation technology where the impact on organisations could 
be transformative, however, aspects of the literature argue that the change could take decades for 
blockchain to impact the business, economic and social infrastructure (Iansiti and Lakhani 2017). 
Organisations that implement blockchain based applications are likely to require significant changes 
to a number of business processes during the migration from traditional application architectures and 
even consider alternative business models (Tan et al. 2018; Weber et al. 2016). The study by Dobrovnik 
et al. (2018) explored the disintermediation potential for blockchain within the logistics industry 
highlighting the significant change in business process negating the need to employ 3rd-parties to 
verify the transfer of product ownership, as is the case with a traditional system structure (Dobrovnik 
et al. 2018). The smart contract capability of blockchain technology, widely discussed in a number of 
studies (Avital 2018; Bailis et al. 2017; Kshetri 2018; Mendling et al. 2018), requires a significant change 
to a number of business processes to accommodate the distributed infrastructure and changes to the 
trust relationship between parties. Kypriotaki et al. (2015) discussed how blockchain could enable fully 
decentralized forms of business structures to emerge, positing the impact on organisations from 
Decentralized Autonomous Corporations (DACs). The study described DACs as autonomous business 
entities running on the cloud, utilising blockchain technology, providing specific services and creating 
significant value to customers (Kypriotaki et al. 2015).
    Blockchain technology and its application to Business Process Management (BPM) seems to be at a 
critical juncture as technological barriers are broken down and processes are decentralised whilst 
promising application scenarios and innovative business models are emerging (Mendling et al. 2018; 
Peters and Panayi 2016; Prybila et al. 2017; Zamani & Giaglis 2018). Studies have articulated the reality 
that beyond the technology hype, transitioning to blockchain is about the changes and impact on the 
business and its stakeholders and not about technology. Organisations that have embarked on 
projects to join the latest trend are likely to see their efforts fail, whereas those that see the true value 
of blockchain and are able to reinvent their entire business processes, are likely to achieve the greatest 
benefits (Forester 2018; Michelman 2017; Ying et al. 2018). 
Cost & Performance
The assessment of accurate costs associated with a blockchain solution is problematic in that few 
studies have developed an extensive empirical analysis of blockchain applications beyond prototypes 
and feasibility studies. The research by Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) discusses the transition to blockchain 
and aligns the technology adoption with that of TCP/IP in the early 1990s. The study highlights the 
emerging use of TCP/IP and the key pivot point of the technology gaining enough critical mass to 
engender confidence for wider adoption (Iansiti and Lakhani 2017). Substantive progress on industry 
wide blockchain deployment along the lines of the TCP/IP scenario, requires a transparent and 
pragmatic assessment of implementation costs and performance across a range of criteria. In the 
current state of blockchain technology evolution, this is perhaps problematic requiring significant risk 
and investment. Assuming a scenario where adoption of blockchain technology is a realistic option for 
organisations, senior managers must be cognisant of the true cost and ultimate business case for their 
blockchain applications. 
    The cost implications of moving to a blockchain based smart contract solution is referenced in a 
number of studies (Bailis et al. 2017; Beck et al. 2017; Gomber et al. 2018; Hawlitschek et al. 2018; 
Staples et al. 2017). This specific application of blockchain has been associated with significant cost 
savings, performance improvements, reduction in human error and eliminating the need for paper-
based procedures within a supply chain management and financial transaction context (Dobrovnik et 
al. 2018; Holub & Johnson 2018). However, as few real life applications of blockchain currently exist, 
any accurate costings are indicative figures and as such are subjective. Blockchain applications are 
likely to incur a low cost, one time transaction and storage fee, but the execution in a smart contract 
scenario is estimated to be more expensive that conventional infrastructure solutions (Staples et al. 
2017). Organisations need to be pragmatic in their migrations to blockchain technology and approach 
this topic from a benefits and potential cost reduction perspective. The study by Michelman (2017) 
discussed these issues posing the question: “can blockchain reduce costs in a significant way? “ The 
research explored potential savings specific to verification costs within the blockchain architecture. 
Specifically, this centred around the costs of audit and verifying the attributes of transaction as well 
as the costs of exchanging value between the parties. The study concluded that settlement and 
reconciliation processes across organisations would be simpler and more efficient and could lead to 
significant cost savings (Michelman 2017). The research by Rimba et al. (2017) explored the cost 
models and business processes in a study that compared the potential costs of Ethereum blockchain 
applications vs Amazons Simple Workflow Service (SWF).  The results highlighted the significant cost 
variance between the two solutions concluding that in its current form the costs of blockchain were 
prohibitive for the selected business process (Rimba et al. 2017). 
    There are likely to be limitations with specific blockchain solutions when compared to traditional 
approaches. In the smart contract scenario as discussed in numerous studies, the immutable nature 
of blockchain means that any amendments to the smart contract, however small, are likely to be 
computationally expensive requiring a new block in the chain and will have a cost and time implication 
for all parties. The costs of implementing a blockchain solution may be more than monetary. The 
research by Beck et al. (2017) articulates the case for a more critical perspective on blockchain in the 
context of risk and unintended consequences, concluding that the costs of the technology should be 
assessed along with social and geopolitical criteria (Beck et al. 2017). These factors are also 
emphasised in Dresher (2017) where the high costs and limited scalability of blockchain are expressed 
in terms of: computational cycles, time, energy and money. The study by Mendling et al. (2018) 
highlights costs in the context of increased latency, usability limitations, security issues, size and 
bandwidth limitations, all of which need to quantified and assessed from a risk perspective by the 
organisation.   
 
Cryptocurrencies and Online Transactions
The execution of financial transactions via protocols such as Bitcoin, Litecoin, Namecoin and Ethereum 
via blockchain technology, although not yet a mainstream ubiquitous process, is now an established 
model and method for a growing number of organisations. Bitcoin is the most established and widely 
used of the cryptocurrencies, relying on two key technologies: public, private key cryptography, to 
store and spend money and cryptographic validation of transactions (Tang et al. 2019; Tasca et al. 
2018). The underlying processes inherent within each of these technologies ensures transaction 
history immutability and high levels of security for all executed transactions (Böhme et al. 2017; Li & 
Wang 2017). The Bitcoin transaction process is detailed in figure 3 where an example of a simple 
transaction is described. Cryptocurrencies rely on the concept of mining which effectively acts as a 
distributed consensus system to confirm pending transactions based on Proof of Work (PoW) (Aste et 
al. 2017). The mining process enforces verification, chronological order and neutrality throughout the 
blockchain allowing all nodes in the network to agree on the state of the system (Bitcoin 2019). Miners 
are rewarded in Bitcoins as they successfully solve a cryptographic puzzle that leads to a recording of 
transactions within the blockchain (Eyal & Sirer 2018).
Figure 3: Bitcoin transaction process 
Validated bitcoin transactions are added to the blockchain in batches of approximately ten minutes. 
Individual miners are continuously developing and presenting solutions to the cryptographic puzzles, 
effectively voting on the verification of each transaction prior to any new block being added to the 
network. 
    Cryptocurrencies and the use of blockchain technology has delivered significant benefits to specific 
transaction use cases, but major obstacles exist to the widespread use of this form of transaction. 
Studies have highlighted the high resource costs of recording all Bitcoin transactions across the 
network, the computational burden, high data storage costs and cultural issues inherent in the wider 
use of the technology (Fosso Wamba et al. 2018; Iansiti and Lakhani 2017). The anonymity aspect of 
Bitcoin transactions could also be problematic as more formal governance and regulatory compliance 
and approval is sought (Holub & Johnson 2018). The lack of no single central owner for the Bitcoin 
network makes oversight difficult and is likely to be another barrier for formal governance and wider 
regulatory approval in the future (Staples et al. 2017; Zamani and Giaglis 2018). 
   
Potential blockchain Business Applications
The literature has identified a number of potential blockchain based applications that are deemed to 
offer advantages over traditional based architectures. These are listed in table 2. 
Table 2: Blockchain applications from the literature
Blockchain Application Study Reference
Peer review system  Avital, (2018) 
Smart contracts  Bailis et al. (2017); Beck et al. (2017); Gomber et 
al. (2018); Iansiti and Lakhani (2017); Ølnes et al. 
(2017); Peters and Panayi (2016); Staples et al. 
(2017); Swan (2015).
Online dispute resolution  Barnett & Treleaven (2018).
Trust based payments Beck et al. (2016).
Expert system  Carrenõ et al. (2018). 
Accounting and assurance  Coyne & McMickle (2017); Dai & Vasarhelyi 
(2017). 
Distributed collocation storage architecture  (Fengi et al. 2018). 
Payment clearing and credit information  Guo and Liang (2016).
Supply chain management and logistics  Dobrovnik et al. (2018); Iansiti and Lakhani 
(2017); Kshetri (2018); Levine (2017); Queiroz 
and Wamba (2019); Staples et al. (2017). 
knowledge sharing in manufacturing 
ecosystems 
 Li et al. (2018).
    
Studies have generally reviewed the potential of blockchain and applied it to specific use cases where 
the merits and inherent characteristics of the technology are applied to problem scenarios. The most 
frequently discussed genres of blockchain applications are: smart contracts, supply chain 
management and logistics. The technological characteristics of blockchain lend themselves to the 
processing of smart contracts where settlement and financial payments can be automatically triggered 
by specific events. The study by Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) discusses a smart contract scenario where 
blockchain technology is used to automate a payment to a supplier as soon as shipment is received. 
The blockchain would use GPS functionality that could track the goods, monitor delivery and trigger 
the payment from the vendor (Iansiti and Lakhani 2017). 
    The technological characteristics of blockchain lend themselves to a number of use cases within the 
logistics and supply chain management area offering potential efficiencies and benefits to all parties. 
The traditional supply chain process relies on 3rd party intermediaries that act as the guarantors of 
assets and the mechanism of assurance for ownership of goods. By implementing blockchain based 
solutions, via the distributed ledger aspect of the technology, all parties can automatically ascertain 
ownership of goods, approve shipping and trigger payments on receipt of goods (Dobrovnik et al. 
2018). The study by Queiroz and Wamba (2019) analysed the blockchain adoption behaviour within 
supply chain management in the context of organisations within India and the USA. The research 
highlighted the criticality of facilitating conditions, social influence, and performance expectancy and 
how these factors can influence blockchain adoption. The study concluded that blockchain technology 
usage specific to supply chain management, is still at the infancy stage within these two countries 
(Queiroz and Wamba 2019).   
    Although the literature has articulated a number of applications that are identified as being suitable 
for blockchain, the reality is that few organisations have developed their systems beyond feasibility 
(Forester 2018; Holub & Johnson 2018). Converting blockchain ideas from feasibility to widespread 
commercial reality is problematic with the realisation that organisations will need to allocate 
significant investment for blockchain projects (Axios 2018; Lacity 2018). Studies have highlighted the 
potential business value in areas such as: finance, marketing and legal (Tapscott and Tapscott 2017), 
whilst articulating a more subjective narrative highlighting current limitations and barriers to delivery 
of tangible benefits to the organisation. Senior management need to be aware of the potential impact 
of blockchain techniques, the changes to business processes and the potential opportunities of the 
technology. However, organisations must be wary of engaging in fruitless early stage application 
development until the true real business benefits are known (White 2017).
Assessment of Benefits and Market Disruption Potential
There are a number of benefits that have been cited as a direct consequence of implementing a 
blockchain solution. The studies by Drescher (2017) and Rabah (2017) itemise a number of these 
benefits, which are illustrated by Figure 4 and described below.
Figure 4: Potential blockchain benefits 
 Disintermediation - This refers to the reduction in need for intermediaries or 3rd parties within 
the blockchain process. Traditional centralised processes require humans or additional 
technology to assure trust, with blockchain this is built in by default.
 Non-repudiation - This benefit relates to the integrity of the blockchain where parties cannot 
deny or dispute their additions to the blockchain due to the integrity of the transaction 
history. 
 Automation - The working mechanism of blockchains can replace manual labour tasks if the 
specific use case utilises automated interactions between parties.
 Streamlined process - Under blockchain, business processes will become more standardised, 
transparent and streamlined as they are redesigned for the transition from traditional 
technologies. 
 Processing speed - The increased use of automation within blockchain processes when 
compared to centralised architectures is likely to deliver significant execution speed benefits 
for specific use cases.
 Cost reduction - The net effect of disintermediation and automation is a reduction in costs for 
those applications that can take advantage of blockchain technology.
 Trust - Blockchain effectively replaces trust in humans with verification and trust in technology 
and associated protocols. This is likely to be a significant business change from current 
working practices. Trust in the integrity of security and payment processing could evolve into 
a commodity as blockchain becomes ubiquitous and costs begin to fall. 
 Increased technology awareness - This is perhaps a side benefit of implementing blockchain, 
but via the increased awareness and use of this technology, new applications and new 
understanding is developed.
The list of benefits listed above is supported in Ølnes et al. (2017) under the categories of: strategic, 
organisational, economic, international and technological where the study discusses the potential of 
blockchain technology through the lens of government organisations. Further studies have extoled 
the advantages for organisations if they adopt blockchain technology, citing the benefits of the 
distributed ledger architecture (Lacity 2018; Swan 2015; White 2017; Ying et al. 2018). 
    The literature is inconsistent on the assessment of the disruptive potential of blockchain, where 
researchers either articulate the significant drivers for the technology or seem to urge caution and 
pragmatism as entire ecosystems may need to adapt (Michelman 2017; Staples et al. 2018). The study 
by Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) argues that blockchain is not a disruptive technology but is in reality a 
foundational technology. The authors predict that blockchain has the potential to engender new 
economic and social systems, emphasising that this change although enormous, will take decades to 
impact our economic and social infrastructure (Iansiti and Lakhani 2017). The process of adoption is 
likely to be gradual and steady as more blockchain applications are developed and organisations can 
visualise the benefits (Lacity 2018). The planned 2019 launch of tZero - the first SEC-cleared digital 
security token, is cited as an example of blockchain driving disruptive change to global equity and 
financial markets (IBD 2018). The A.P. Moller-Maersk A/S and IBM project discussed in Levine (2018) 
highlights the positive and disruptive potential within logistics for blockchain applications that govern 
the transportation and tracking of shipping containers (Levine 2017). The Walmart and IBM case study 
discussed in Kshetri (2018) supports these findings where Walmart reported that blockchain helped 
to reduce the time taken to track food from days to minutes (Kshetri 2018). Further studies have 
articulated the potential for blockchain but seem to develop a more cautionary and evolutionary 
narrative. The research by Rabah (2017) highlights the radical innovation potential of blockchain, but 
argues that adoption is likely to be industry genre specific where certain sectors such as finance are 
deemed to be sufficiently mature to engender the development of new applications (Rabah 2017). 
Blockchain Limitations
Blockchain technology has the potential to offer a number of distinct benefits when compared to 
traditional centralised architectures. However, the technology exhibits a number of limitations that 
need to be factored into any business case for adoption (Beck et al. 2016; Gomber et al. 2018). Aspects 
of the literature (Axios 2018; Böhme et al. 2017; Coyne & McMickle 2017; Drescher 2017; Forester 
2018) have identified the following limitations with blockchain technology:
 Lack of privacy - Each node in the network maintains the complete history of the networks 
transaction data. This maybe an attribute for specific applications and an advantage in a 
security context, but a limitation for use cases where privacy is a necessity.  
 High costs - The underlying processing of the blockchain where all the transaction history is 
replicated across all nodes, is computationally expensive. This attribute has security 
advantages but can be a limitation for larger networks.     
 Security model - Blockchains use public key encryption for transaction authentication and 
execution. This process although very secure, requires the use of a public and a private key. If 
in the event that a party loses or unwittingly publishes their private key, the system has no 
safety mechanism to provide additional security.
 Flexibility limitations - The immutable append only characteristics of blockchain ensures the 
integrity of transactions are assured, but can act as a barrier to use cases that require changes 
to transactions.  
 Latency - The principle of all nodes within the blockchain network storing the complete 
transaction record of all information blocks ensures the networks security credentials, 
however, the addition of new blocks and subsequent transaction records is at present 
computationally expensive.
 Governance - The distributed nature of the blockchain architecture offers distinct advantages 
for specific use cases but can be a significant limitation for overall control and governance by 
oversight based organisations.
The above list of limitations outlines some of the specific technical challenges and unintended 
consequences that may limit the development and commercial adoption of blockchain technology. 
Non-technical limitations include: lack of acceptance from legal and regulatory authorities; lack of user 
acceptance. As blockchain technology is relatively recent, organisations have yet to fully tackle these 
key obstacles and could pose significant threats to the wider acceptance of the technology. Questions 
remain regarding legality of transactions, privacy and GDPR adherence, resistance amongst users due 
to poor levels of knowledge and trust in the technology (Drescher 2017; Kshetri 2017; Kypriotaki et al. 
2015; Levine 2017). Limitations also exist in the context of blockchain operating within key application 
genres. One example is discussed in Staples et al. (2017), where the study highlights the inherent 
limitations of blockchain to cater for big data storage or other high velocity data storage applications 
due to poor performance (Staples et al. 2017). 
    Studies have highlighted the limitations of blockchain specific to application genres. The study by 
Guo and Liang (2016) discussed the potential obstacles to blockchain in the context of the banking 
industry articulating the case for some form of centralisation to establish the necessary governance 
and control (Guo and Liang 2016). There are significant obstacles for blockchain adoption within the 
financial sector. The regulatory requirements to record all transaction by every member of the 
network is likely to very costly in terms of resources. The potential computational burden and data 
storage costs on the network could be a real limitation as transaction numbers grow (Holub & Johnson 
2018). Aspects of the literature have extoled the key advantages of blockchain specific to the smart 
contracts use case. Here logistics and supply chain management can benefit from the automation of 
settlement and authentication of blockchain (Iansiti and Lakhani 2017; Kshetri 2018; Levine 2017; 
Staples et al. 2017). However, the immutability characteristics of the technology also pose limitations 
for this genre of application, namely:  poor scalability, requirement for explicit intervention for 
execution and inability to adjust contract terms (Hawlitschek et al. 2018).    
    As is the case for any new and potentially transformative technology, substantial risks exist for any 
organisation looking to develop business critical applications using blockchain. Organisations seem to 
over-emphasise the technology innovations behind blockchain rather than focus on the true 
underlying business benefits (Ølnes et al. 2017; Peters and Panayi 2016). The migration to blockchain 
will require significant investment and executive commitment over a not insignificant length of time. 
This is likely to be a limiting factor for many organisations who will opt for a wait and see approach 
rather than risk the potential of significant impact on the organisation due to a failed blockchain 
implementation (Iansiti and Lakhani 2017). In addition to the aforementioned limitations, blockchain 
projects should also consider success and failure factors specific to IS/IT project as outlined by existing 
studies (for example, Dwivedi et al. 2012; 2015; 2013; Hughes et al. 2015; 2016; 2017; 2019). 
4. A view from practice
The ongoing investment in blockchain product development within industry and government 
organisations, highlights an acceptance that the technology offers transformative change across many 
sectors, lending credence to its disruptive innovation characterisation (White 2017). Organisations are 
reviewing their processes and business models seeking to identify the key use cases where blockchain 
can add value and deliver benefits (Ying et al. 2018; Zamani & Giaglis 2018). Emerging markets are 
proving to be an area where the potential application of blockchain is increasingly viewed as a viable 
solution to address issues such as trust and transparency between parties. Blockchain technology is 
engendering significant attention within India across a wide range of industrial sectors for a range of 
use cases including: trade finance, supply chain financing, e-KYC document management, cross-border 
payments and patient record management (Deloitte.com 2019). The recently announced blockchain-
linked funding for SMEs by a consortium of leading Indian banks, highlights the appetite for significant 
investment in blockchain where benefits are perceived to be deliverable in the short to medium term 
(Economic Times 2019).
    One of the many challenges facing industry is one of how to deliver the promise of blockchain whilst 
addressing the key limitations of the technology: transaction latency, privacy and lack of flexibility. 
Solution providers have needed to seek innovative solutions to these sorts of issues to meet the 
requirements of vendors looking for blockchain applications. In scenarios where high transaction rates 
are required for financial applications with multiple stakeholders, limited technical solutions exist to 
accommodate these requirements. With an increasing number of participants on the chain such as 
traders, bankers, freight forwarders, insurance companies, the number of blocks would only increase 
to a level where mining becomes more cumbersome and time consuming. Indian blockchain 
technology company – SimplyFI have sought to address some of these issues with the implementation 
of an Ethereum based platform, where the solution entails the adaptation of the underlying 
architecture to mitigate some of the inherent limitations of the technology. This necessitates the 
introduction of a queuing layer that effectively delays the request to the blockchain system, thereby 
increasing the transaction speed across the network. Implementing a queuing layer helps achieve a 
higher scale of transactions and improves efficiency to reduce the risk of overload (SimplyFI.tech 
2019). 
    Another challenge impacting the financial industry and the migration toward blockchain, is the lack 
of a common architecture across industry and integration/communication with transactional based 
systems. The net effect of no adopted consensus architecture, is the lack of interoperability amongst 
multiple blockchains and the reliance on workarounds to reconcile data back to legacy systems. 
Solutions to these problems are at an early stage with organisations assessing the feasibility of 
approaches using Hyperledger (an open source solution hosted by the Linux Foundation) and 
Tendermint (general purpose blockchain consensus engine able to host arbitrary application states).
However, such protocols are still in their infancy and fall short of building robust integration between 
blockchains. Interoperability requires extensive further research to analyse solutions to inter-
blockchain communication and integration with transactional systems.   
    Significant benefits could be achieved industry wide by the convergence of blockchain, Internet of 
Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Many IoT use cases are relevant to manufacturing and 
logistics value chains where IoT enabled devices allow real time global asset tracking. Blockchain 
applications that are IoT enabled, can offer an end to end solution where smart contracts can govern 
the trusted secure transaction and payment, whilst IoT technology can track assets in real time.  
5. Addressing Grand Challenges: Blockchain potential application 
examples and recommendations for the public sector service 
delivery in a developing country
Whilst a number of studies have detailed specific scenarios or use cases where blockchain has the 
potential for delivering significant change and benefits to organisations and citizens, many lack specific 
context offering generalisation and a high level narrative. The study by Queiroz and Wamba (2019) 
explored the blockchain adoption behaviours specific to SCM within India and the USA, highlighting 
the variances in attitudes between the countries. The study highlighted the influence that trust has on 
emerging economies willingness to adopt blockchain solutions, emphasising the issues with current 
processes and potential for distrust amongst stakeholders. Furthermore, the results of the study 
reinforce the impact of social influence and its positive effect on blockchain adoption within India and 
potentially other emerging economies (Queiroz and Wamba 2019). These regional and cultural drivers 
are supported within other aspects of the literature where studies have highlighted the key aspect of 
trust and behavioural intention within a number of contexts (Francisco and Swanson 2018; Kshetri 
2018; Thiruchelvam  et al. 2018). The potential for blockchain solutions to make an impact within an 
emerging nation such as India, is significant. One specific instance is the potential impact that 
blockchain technology could have on the life of Indian migrants and their families. The second is the 
positive impact that blockchain technology could have on the income of Indian farmers.
5.1 Potential application example 1: Indian Migrant crisis 
Millions of Indian migrants travel from rural areas such as: Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, 
Chhattisgarh, Odisha and Rajsthan to cities each year in search of employment. While estimates vary, 
historical census figures (circa 2001) state that over 90 million people migrate to areas such as: Gujrat, 
Maharashtra, Delhi, Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu in search of work and a better life. The 
Migration Policy Institute (2014) highlights that The 2001 census counted about 191 million people or 
19 percent of the total Indian population at the time, as internal migrants who had moved long 
distances to other districts or other Indian states to live and work. Many migrants, especially those 
who relocate to a state different in terms of culture and local language, face significant hardship, 
harassment and political exclusion. Political responses to India’s significant internal migration issues 
are limited and existing legislation - supposed to provide for workers’ rights, is seldom enforced. Non-
governmental organisations often fill the gaps in welfare services, education, and labour rights that 
are left by the government (Migration Policy Institute 2014).
    The Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS) was established in 1997 to supersede the Public 
Distribution System (PDS) as the process and mechanism by which subsidised food products are 
distributed to people defined as living Below Poverty Line (BPL) within India’s rural and urban areas 
(India.gov 2019). A Planning Commission 2005 study on the TPDS highlighted that close to 58 percent 
of the subsidised food grains issued from the central pool do not reach the BPL families due to: high 
cost of handling food grains by public agencies, identification errors, non-transparent operation and 
unethical practices (Planning Commission 2005). The scope and mandate of the TPDS expanded 
significantly in 2013 via the National Food Security Act (NFSA) passed by the Government of India 
(GoI). The NFSA combined the three core programs:  TPDS, Mid-Day Meal Scheme (MDMS) and 
Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS). The NFSA entitles 50 percent of the urban population 
and 75 percent of the rural population to receive food benefits under the TPDS, which is the largest 
of these programs (WFP 2014). The current reality in the implementation of the NFSA is that migrants 
having moved from one state to another, do not get access to the PDS system of their new state even 
if they hold BPL ration card of their home state. This is primarily due to a number of factors: 
 the resource constraints of the destination state and the caps placed by government on 
quotas mean that there is a disincentive to provide for out of state migrant families, 
 no centralised database exists for BPL families as the list is prepared by each state 
independently, with the effect that migrating family units may not be categorised as BPL 
status in a different state,
 verification of BPL status between states is further complicated by language barriers, format 
inconsistences and no independent validation. 
The net affect of the above is that millions of BPL migrant families are not provided for by the TPDS or 
any of the NFSA schemes and end up living in extremely poor conditions reliant on Non-Government 
Organisations (NGOs) to survive. 
How blockchain technology can deliver benefits to India’s migrant 
population
The inherent characteristics of blockchain in particular the immutability, security, transparency and 
trust elements of the technology lend themselves to offering potential solutions to migrant support 
within India. In a blockchain application scenario - the data relating to each migrant worker such as 
their unique ID, BPL status, existing ration card (PDS card) reference as well as their monthly PDS 
transaction record, could be added to the blockchain. This could potentially act as a trusted, 
undisputed PDS transaction for all parties. The GoI could aggregate the migrant grain allocation for 
the destination state based on the home state allocation to ensure minimal additional financial burden 
on the destination state. The migrant families could obtain their food grains at the nearest ration 
outlet without completing forms or visiting government offices. This process could be facilitated via 
the use of a blockchain supported smart card which would be connected via a national cloud based 
infrastructure. This blockchain driven process could ensure that states would not use additional 
resources and that the GoI would not incur additional subsidy burden. Success would be dependent 
on political support via GoI multiparty agreement allowing PDS access to cross-state BPL migrant 
records. 
    Areas where blockchain could potentially make a significant positive change to Indian migrant 
families are: health and education. Blockchain technology could be used to incorporate migrant 
children’s school records allowing them to seamlessly transfer and get admission in government run 
schools regardless of which state provides the education. This system could also ensure school age 
children would automatically enrol in the MDMS of the new school thereby providing adequate 
support for their health and education. Migrant family’s medical history can also be added to the 
blockchain record as well as social welfare schemes including: pensions, pregnant mother health 
incentives and other welfare benefits.
    The verification and validation of identification documents relating to out of state migrants is 
fraught with problems relating to: lack of standardisation, language issues and formal acceptance 
criteria. The key factors for a blockchain solution that could greatly benefit these problems are:
 Data protection and privacy: Most blue collar migrants are categorised as semi-literate and 
possibly unaware of issues relating to information security and data theft. Unscrupulous 
agents could potentially misuse this information for their own means. Migrants data 
protection and privacy could be protected via an encrypted blockchain. 
 Logistics and carriage: Migrants and their families are unlikely to carry multiple documents 
such as birth certificates, school enrolment details, ration cards and medical records. 
Furthermore, these records are likely to be state and language specific and may not be 
accepted by the destination state.
 Transparency, reliability and verifiability: Agencies would be able to trust, accept and verify 
the records of migrant families using blockchain applications. This process would greatly 
enhance current processes and protect against misuse and fraud within the PDS system.    
5.2 Potential application example 2: Indian farming income 
Supported by favourable monsoon rainfall, India produced 284.83 million tonnes of food grains in the 
2017-18 crop year (Times of India 2018). This compares to 51 million tonnes in 1950-51. However, 
Indian farmer income has risen just 3.5% between 1993-94 and 2015-16, highlighting the fact that 
prices have remained stagnant for over a decade. The GoI has initiated an ambitious goal to double 
farmer income by 2022 to address the disparity between farmers and those working in non-agriculture 
professions. One of the six areas of focus detailed in the Niti Aayog policy paper (Niti.gov 2019), 
highlights the improvement in real prices received by farmers and the e-National Agriculture Market 
(e-NAM) initiative of the GoI. The scope of e-NAM includes an initiative to break the intermediary 
agents’ monopoly over agricultural markets. The net effect of this policy change is an opening up of 
the whole country as a market for farmer’s produce. This change in theory is possible but inherent 
problems exist relating to grading of commodities and trust of parties. The grading scale must be 
automated, uniform and independent of geographical location of the produce. The standards must be 
such that a buyer sitting in Hyderabad should confidently procure pineapples from Nagaland over e-
NAM, or a cotton trader in Mumbai must be able to place orders for cotton available in Guntur. Trust 
between parties is a factor here. How do we build trust into the e-NAM process to ensure all 
stakeholders have confidence that the transaction will progress in adherence to the contract? 
    Blockchain can provide a powerful trust backbone to help the farmers in two ways: (1) building the 
quality and confidence in the Farm Produce, (2) logging the agreed price paid to farmers within the 
blockchain record as a Fair Farm Price (FFP) rating. This process can act as a strong bulwark against 
farmer exploitation by building the FFP rating in the blockchain record that is visible across the supply 
chain. This would create a transparent mechanism for consumers and buyers to verify whether the 
produce they are buying is procured after paying a fair price to the farmer. These products when they 
reach the supermarket shelfs or online store’s delivery warehouses would have a verifiable QR code 
which would be a publicly verifiable record of price paid to the farmer. Social marketing initiatives 
could reinforce changes in behaviours to be “Farmer Friendly’ and ethically responsible along the lines 
of the Fair Trade movement. Consumers would have a choice to buy a slightly higher priced but a 
higher FFP rated product. A non-profit social alliance could be developed to provide FFP ratings to 
various products based on how fair the remuneration has been to the farmers. This would encourage 
the grocery stores (online as well as brick and mortar), restaurants, hotels and government procuring 
agencies to source their supplies from higher FFP rated suppliers. 
6. Discussion
Blockchain technology is a complex technical construct that at its core utilises state of the art security 
protocols to maintain integrity within a distributed peer-to-peer network. Maintaining the integrity 
and immutability of transactions is central to the underlying process of blockchain and one of the key 
benefits of the technology. The disintermediation potential of blockchain is the second key benefit in 
that this specific attribute has the potential to act as a major driver for significant change throughout 
industry (Drescher 2017). The literature has analysed many of the key the attributes of blockchain 
developing a generally positive narrative on: possible use cases, specific applications as well as the 
market disruption potential of the technology (Kshetri 2018; Ølnes et al. 2017). Further studies take a 
more pragmatic and cautious view, developing a structured critique of the technology where many of 
the limitations of blockchain are analysed in the context of specific use cases such as: supply chain and 
smart contracts (Axios 2018; Lacity 2018; Levine 2018).     
    Whilst many studies highlight the key benefits and potential limitations of blockchain, it is critical 
not to lose sight of the fundamental issues that blockchain is attempting to solve to ensure blockchain 
is not presented as a solution looking for a problem. Traditional network architectures rely on centrally 
controlled databases connected to a number of nodes, managed by layers of software and human 
administrators. This centralised structure can pose a number of issues but generally fall into the 
categories of technical failures and malicious peers. Technical failures include: infrastructure and 
software failures inherent within any traditional network. Malicious peers relates to the goals of 
individuals and entities that seek to exploit and control the network for their own purposes. Both of 
these categories of issues impact integrity and trust (Drescher 2017; Staples et al. 2017). 
    What does this mean in reality when we apply these underlying issues to specific use cases that 
currently incorporate traditional centralised infrastructures? If we take a simple supply chain scenario 
where goods are procured and transported from supplier to customer within a tracked logistics 
process. Problems can occur in evaluating ownership of goods, numerous intermediaries could be 
required along the supply chain for international goods transfer and interim settlement, contract 
terms and conditions may vary between parties within the supply chain, payment for goods and 
services can be delayed and in the international context, sometimes difficult to enforce. Blockchain 
technology attempts to deal with a number of these issues via its inherent immutability, establishment 
of integrity and trust throughout the network whilst delivering transaction transparency and efficiency 
(Dobrovnik et al. 2018; Hawlitschek et al. 2018). 
    The literature has explored the potential for blockchain to solve many of these issues associated 
with centralised architectures where some of the key benefits are reviewed within a number of use 
case scenarios. The ability of blockchain technology to establish a distributed ledger utilising smart 
contracts between parties for the transfer of goods or financial assets, could offer a significant change 
to established processes. This move from an environment where mechanisms and processes are built-
in to establish trust, to an infrastructure where trustworthiness, integrity and non-repudiation are 
integrated within the infrastructure, is a powerful driver for adoption. Applications built around smart 
contracts are viewed as being the blockchain based innovation that has the greatest potential for 
transformative change. (Iansiti and Lakhani 2017). Smart contracts could automate payments when 
key conditions are met and where goods or services are delivered bypassing the need for 
intermediaries. This single innovation could have significant impact on the logistics industry, finance, 
contract law and even management accountancy in the context of reconciliation exchange of value, 
settlement and impact on existing business processes (Mendling et al. 2018; Michelman 2017). The 
concept of an immutable contract between parties where all transaction data is secure, where 
disintermediation and non-repudiation are a key principle with trust and integrity being a core integral 
component of the architecture, seems to be a powerful case for adoption by organisations and 
governments.  
    However, blockchain is currently at an important crossroads where the hype surrounding various 
cryptocurrencies has somewhat subsided and organisations are reviewing the reality of potential 
benefits to their business (Mendling et al. 2018). Organisations that have been early to move forward 
with their blockchain initiatives, are painfully aware that the technology is still at a very early stage of 
development and that significant commercial momentum for the technology is yet to materialise. This 
realisation is likely to result in a number of feasibility projects to invariably fail (Forester 2018). Studies 
have discussed some of the pragmatic observations of using blockchain in the context of unrealistic 
expectations especially as the technology matures. In the short term humans will still be required in 
the process, shipping containers will still need inspecting and immutability may end up being a 
limitation as well as a benefit in some use cases (Levine 2017). 
    The positive change that blockchain technology could facilitate, has been discussed in the context 
of two potential cases within the Indian public sector. These cases illustrate the change that the 
technology could potentially engender and the resulting impact on the lives of Indian citizens. This 
illustrates that perhaps a more accelerated diffusion toward blockchain is likely to be driven by 
emerging markets where the widespread adoption of the technology could yield greater benefits to 
users.  
    The pragmatic assessment of benefits is fundamental to any transition toward blockchain solutions. 
A premature rush toward blockchain for numerous applications when conventional architectures can 
offer a better and cheaper solution is a poor way to deliver business value. Developing substitute 
blockchain applications requires careful planning to ensure users can easily transition to the new 
technology and adopt new systems with the minimum of resistance (Kshetri 2017; Kypriotaki et al. 
2015). Studies have posited that large scale transformative, commercial blockchain applications are 
still far away (Axios 2018; Forester 2018; Lynn et al. 2018). However, the potential benefits and range 
of applications that could use blockchain are extensive and this is likely to engender momentum for 
wider acceptance. Organisations would be wise to not ignore blockchain but to clearly understand the 
impact and potential change to current business models and working practices from widespread 
adoption. 
6.1 Blockchain and alignment with UN SDGs
In 2015 the UN developed its vision of the future with the creation of the Sustainability Development 
Goals. The SDGs are positioned as a blueprint and shared agenda for future peace and prosperity for 
the planet and its population. The 17 SDGs emphasise the ending of poverty and other deprivations 
in alignment with strategies to improve health and education, reduce inequality, develop economic 
growth whilst tackling climate change and preserving our forests and oceans (UN 2018). The set of 
SDGs are listed in Table 3. The study by Ismagilova et al. (2019), incorporated the UN SDG’s in the 
context of alignment with the researchers view on the future impact of Smart Cities and its citizens. 
This study follows the Ismagilova et al. (2019) view on the importance of positioning the relevant 
research outcomes and propositions in the context of the SDGs.  
    The SDGs that are deemed to align with the potential for blockchain technology are presented in 
table 3. Many of the factors are likely to have greater impact in scenarios where blockchain solutions 
are able to address a number of the infrastructure and integrity issues inherent with traditional 
architectures and processes. Additionally, solutions developed to attain specific UN goals offer greater 
benefits where blockchain technology can be integrated with big data, digital transformation and 
sustainability in the context of creating business and social value (Loebbecke and Picot 2015; Pappas 
et al. 2017; Pappas et al. 2018). Specifically, blockchain technology could address UN sustainability 
goals and topics relating to: 
 Problems within but not exclusive to developing countries. 
 Large geographical areas where the infrastructure is poor.
 In scenarios where governance and enforcement is inadequate.
 Where supply chains are long and the potential for corruption is high.
 In circumstances where people have lost trust in authorities with inadequate levels of 
transparency and integrity. 
 Problems relating to the health and safety of citizens.  
Table 3: UN sustainable development goals vs blockchain technology driven change.
UN Sustainability Goals Blockchain technology aims in delivering UN goals.
No poverty
Zero hunger
Good health and well-being
Blockchain could make a significant change to aspects of 
sustainability that impact health, the distribution of medication 
and humanitarian supplies. In the case of developing countries 
problems exist in the integrity of medicines and basic food 
products where the challenge of enforcement and logistical 
management across linguistic barriers and geographical 
diversity is a huge challenge. The characteristics of blockchain 
can offer significant benefits where parties can ship and monitor 
the lifecycle of health-related goods relying on blockchains 
immutability and transactional integrity to assure improvements 




The attributes of blockchain could deliver benefits in developing 
countries where the technology could be used to assure quality 
and commitment to education in all its forms. Financial and 
logistical commitments to education and gender equality from 
central and regional authorities would be embedded within 
smart contracts between all parties.   
Clean water and sanitation
Affordable and clean energy
Contracts relating to the development of infrastructure required 
to assure clean water, sanitation and energy could be managed 
via blockchain technology ensuring fraud is minimised and 
higher levels of trust are developed between the parties.
Decent work and economic 
growth
Industry innovation and 
infrastructure
Sustainable cities and 
communities
The SDGs relating to work, economic advancement and the 
growth of industry could be impacted by the adoption of 
blockchain. Globally, low paid workers and migrant labour are 
exploited by middlemen and 3rd party suppliers, at times 
unknown by the contracting organisation. The immutable nature 
of blockchain and transparency of transactions can engender 
wage protection and reduce exploitation amongst workers. This 
transparent and trusted approach could hasten ethical moves 
toward industry innovation and fairness to exploited workers. 
These factors can lead to greater levels of sustainability within 
cities and communities where blockchain based contracts can 
integrate sustainability requirements as an integral contractual 
component. 





Gaining consensus on key global sustainable issues is one part of 
the equation, however, the implementation and consistent 
application of the agreements relating to the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), 
subsequent Kyoto Protocol (2013-2020) and Paris Agreement  
(2015), is more problematic as individual countries interpret the 
agreements. Blockchain could offer a framework and 
mechanism for increased consistency and transparency where 
pledges from individual countries could be better monitored and 
controlled. 
Peace justice and strong 
institutions
These SDGs can be strengthened by blockchain where the 
integrity of institutions and their directions can be absorbed 
within blockchain solutions. The benefit of this is an engendering 
of trust by affected parties and impacted citizens due to the 
immutability and disintermediation aspects of blockchain. These 
aspects could reinforce faith in government institutions and 
directly impact peace and justice within communities.
Partnerships for the goals By utilising the smart contract elements of blockchain, any 
agreements in the determination of the SDGs between all 
parties can be managed effectively. All incentives and 
partnerships developed between countries and organisations in 
the achievement of the SDGs can be automatically triggered on 
fulfilment via the blockchain.    
The alignment of blockchain technology and the UN SDGs highlights the many benefits that could 
materialise on widespread adoption. This would require significant investment together with 
collaboration at an international level to effect governance, standards and security. The migration 
toward blockchain could be led by developing economies as the barriers to adoption are likely to be 
reduced and the social and economic drivers engender greater impetus for change (Thiruchelvam et 
al. 2018). 
6.2 Innovation framework and research propositions
Blockchain has the potential to act as a disruptor of change within a number of industrial and cultural 
contexts. The attributes of the technology lend themselves to potentially solving a number of global 
issues where traditional models require significant oversight and third party validation to assure 
integrity and fulfilment. However, although the potential for blockchain is clear as evidenced within 
many aspects of the literature, the relative immaturity of the technology and lack of momentum for 
commercial applications, could act as a barrier to implementation. Organisations looking to explore 
and potentially develop blockchain solutions face the dilemma of identifying tangible benefits to the 
business whilst being pragmatic on the Return On Investment (ROI) and subsequent risk to the 
organisation. This study offers relevant contribution to this problem via the presentation of a 
framework that seeks to guide both researchers and practitioners in the decision loop for the 
implementation or procurement of blockchain based technologies. 
    The study by Rogers (2003) presents a Model of the Innovation Decision Process (MIDP) that 
addresses the uncertainty surrounding innovation by establishing a set of sequential stages of decision 
making. The model outlined within Rogers (2010) presented five stages that document the innovation 
decision process as follows:
1. Knowledge - where a decision maker is exposed to the existence of an innovation.
2. Persuasion - a favourable or unfavourable view is formed on the innovation. 
3. Decision - where the innovation is rejected or accepted.
4. Implementation - the new idea is developed or procured. 
5. Confirmation - does the innovation deliver what was expected?
These steps are positioned as framing the journey from idea to implementation as well as the 
reflection and feedback loop via the confirmation step. By applying the key elements of the Rogers 
(2003) innovation model, we propose a framework that can guide the progression toward the 
development and procurement of blockchain solutions. 
    The Blockchain Innovation Framework (BIF) is presented in figure 4 where the key elements of the 
Rogers (2003) model are integrated to each of the stages. Organisations that are reviewing the 
potential for blockchain applications can use the framework to ensure transparency and to follow a 
formal process where key questions need to be answered at each stage. By following the underlying 
processes within the framework, key decision points are established where organisations need to 
reflect on the decisions made at each step. The framework seeks to establish if blockchain is the 
correct option and whether some of the limitations of the technology have been fully understood and 
applied. Furthermore, the framework retains a focus on the overall benefits to the organisation from 
the technology and the criticality of the confirmation step where a process of continuous 
improvement is advocated. It is envisaged that the framework would form part of an overall strategic 
decision making process and that organisations would seek to identify many of the cultural and 
technological barriers that may hinder adoption of the technology. These factors are critical as 
technological innovation alone cannot deliver success unless many other factors relating to change 
and its impact on citizens and wider stakeholders are understood (Dwivedi et al. 2017 Dwivedi et al. 
2017ab; Kapoor et al. 2014ab; Rana et al. 2016;2017). 
 Figure 4: Blockchain Innovation Framework (BIF) (Source: Adapted from Rogers 2003)
In order to guide future research in this area, a number of research propositions are set out in Table 
4. Each of the propositions align with one or more of the elements within the framework. Each of the 
propositions were developed from the literature review and assessment of the benefits and 
limitations in the context of the Indian public sector cases and wider use cases. The propositions are 
not industry or use case specific but may have greater relevance in certain cultural and economic 
contexts. The propositions are not directly linked to the UN SDGs but one or more may be realised if 
specific SDGs are fulfilled.
Table 4: Research propositions
Independent Variable Dependent Variable Proposition
Perception of benefits 
from blockchain. 
Increased investment in 
blockchain technology.
Benefit expectation via one or more 
attributes of blockchain technology will 





Increased levels of 
commercial blockchain 
applications.
International standardisation and 
governance will have a positive effect in 
engendering an acceleration in 
commercial blockchain applications.
Perception of benefits 
from blockchain.
Increased investment in 
blockchain technology.
Positive cultural and social influences will 
drive the transition toward blockchain 
applications. 
Benefit expectation. Lowered resistance and 
increased levels of 
adoption.
Expectation of benefits from citizens will 









Developing countries will forge ahead 
with blockchain to solve fundamental 





High impact use cases 
migrate to blockchain 
technology.
Current limitations inherent within 
blockchain technology will be addressed 





developments in the 
technology.
Increased levels of 
blockchain based 
information security.
Trust in blockchain technology will be 
positively influenced by the development 
and adaptation of new Information 
security processes and standards.
Perceptions of 
negativity
Reduction in trust for non-
blockchain applications
Negativity will increase for traditional 
non-blockchain architectures due to 
lower levels of trust. 
Proposition 1: Benefit expectation via one or more attributes of blockchain technology will positively 
drive investment in commercial applications
Benefit expectation relates to the quantifiable benefits that are expected to be realised on 
implementation of a blockchain solution. This proposition (#1) relates to the Confirmation stage of the 
framework where an assessment is made as to whether the organisation has accrued the envisaged 
benefits over systems using traditional infrastructures. Organisations are likely to invest in blockchain 
based projects where the inherent attributes of the technology can address significant gaps within 
existing traditional solutions.   
Proposition 2: International standardisation and governance will have a positive effect in engendering 
an acceleration in commercial blockchain applications. 
Agreement on international governance processes and standardisation of the technology will enable 
organisations to better align with strategic blockchain applications. This is critical for supply chain and 
logistics use cases where goods are shipped, tracked and delivered across international boundaries in 
adherence to smart blockchain contracts. The supply and logistics use cases are frequently cited as 
blockchain applications yielding significant potential benefits for each of the stakeholders (Levine 
2017; Queiroz and Wamba 2019; Staples et al. 2017). This proposition (#2) aligns with the 
Implementation stage and highlights the momentum potential for the technology if organisations can 
develop blockchain solutions against an agreed set of standards and protocols.   
Proposition 3: Positive cultural and social influences will drive the transition toward blockchain 
applications.
The momentum toward blockchain will be greatest where social and cultural aspects can influence 
the development and adoption of blockchain solutions. This is likely to occur within specific use cases 
where the implementation of blockchain solutions provides disruptive change to the lives of citizens 
and organisations involved in the value chain. This proposition (#3) is associated with the Persuasion 
and Decision stages of the framework.  
Proposition 4: Expectation of benefits from citizens will address resistance to using blockchain 
applications.
Although there exists a degree of awareness for blockchain amongst the wider population, few will 
have had any direct interaction with blockchain based applications. Consequently, it is reasonable to 
expect a certain level of resistance due to the perceived risks or limitations from blockchain (Drescher 
2017). However, where applications utilise blockchain attributes such as: improved levels of trust, 
immutability and non-repudiation as core elements of their functionality, the benefits of blockchain 
applications will override any initial resistance. This proposition (#4) lies within the Implementation 
stage of the framework as users and organisations alike assess the benefits vs limitations of the 
technology.      
Proposition 5: Developing countries will forge ahead with blockchain to solve fundamental issues 
that directly impact citizens’ lives and welfare.
The benefits of using blockchain within developing economies will provide the impetus for investment 
in the technology. The issues relating to BPL Indian migrants and their inability to claim their food 
rations out of state (WFP 2014), highlights a situation where these factors could engender a drive for 
political and institutional support for the technology within developing economies. This proposition 
(#5) aligns with the Knowledge and Persuasion stages of the framework. 
Proposition 6: Current limitations inherent within blockchain technology will be addressed for high 
impact use cases that offer the greatest benefits.
Blockchain in its current form exhibits a number of limitations that could prohibit widespread use of 
the technology. Studies have highlighted blockchains limitations in the context of: lack of privacy, high 
cost, security model limitations, lack of flexibility and latency for larger blockchains (Axios 2018; 
Böhme et al. 2017; Coyne & McMickle 2017; Drescher 2017; Forester 2018). However, within specific 
use cases where the greatest value can be generated - smart contracts, supply chain and logistics, 
these limitations will be addressed to ensure adequate benefits can be realised. This proposition (#6) 
is associated with the Implementation stage of the framework.   
Proposition 7: Trust in blockchain technology will be positively influenced by the development and 
adaptation of new Information security processes and standards.
One of the stated benefits of blockchain in its current form is the transparency of transactions where 
each are added to every node in the network thereby, ensuring the overall integrity in the blockchain. 
This specific attribute is also a potential limitation in that this transparency is likely to not adhere to 
current information security and GDPR regulations. These issues shave been highlighted within the 
existing literature (Kshetri 2017; Kypriotaki et al. 2015; Levine 2017) indicating that governance and 
subsequent information security protocols would need revision to adhere to GDPR and related 
regulations. The formalising of these processes and standards specific to blockchain technology, will 
positively impact trust in blockchain applications. This proposition (#7) aligns with the Implementation 
stage of the framework.      
Proposition 8: Negativity will increase for traditional non-blockchain architectures due to lower levels 
of trust.
As momentum increases for the development of blockchain based applications, the limitations of 
traditional architectures for specific use cases are likely to be a barrier for continued adoption for non-
blockchain applications. This scenario could engender an acceleration toward blockchain technology 
as the perceived benefits of this approach are seen to surpass those of centralised architectures. This 
proposition (#8) can be associated with the Persuasion stage of the framework.    
6.3 Limitations and future research
The study is perhaps limited by the focus on the IS/IM related perspective. However, we have 
articulated this position as the specific gap in the literature that has not been addressed within 
previous studies. We advocate future research within a number of specific areas that in our view could 
yield the greatest contribution to literature:
 In depth analysis of the specific use cases and scenarios where blockchain has the potential to 
offer significant benefits. This study discussed the migrant issues within India as an example. 
Future research could analyse the potential for blockchain within this context or other similar 
areas.
 This study discusses the lack of commercially available blockchain solutions. This current 
position is likely to exist for a number of technical and commercial reasons. Future research 
could provide empirical evidence of the current debates within industry and academia on the 
barriers to implementation and the likely specific use case trajectory.    
 Assuming a scenario where blockchain technology becomes a core element of organisations 
future strategic plans, what is the likely impact on traditional architecture based systems and 
how do organisations make the key decisions needed that will deliver benefits? Future 
research could analyse the key components of this transition and offer insight to the roadmap 
that organisations will need to travel as they traverse along the path toward blockchain 
applications.
7. Conclusions
Blockchain has emerged as one of the most promising and potentially transformative technologies of 
recent times. Studies have posited its ability to extensively disrupt established business processes and 
engender trust and integrity whilst at the same time offering disintermediation and immutability. 
These aspects have tremendous ramifications to organisations considering the technology. Further 
studies argue that this is the territory of blinkered and perhaps misguided visionaries who fail to look 
through the lens of pragmatism and realism, the requirement to reinvent entire industries, establish 
new cultural norms and re-engineer new business processes. The challenge for blockchain is to 
maintain the integrity of its potential to transform industry whilst addressing the many limitations of 
the technology. 
    Notwithstanding the current limitations of blockchain technology, there exists tremendous 
potential for a growing number of use cases where the attributes of blockchain can be used to great 
effect. This study uses the cases of the migrant population and poorly paid farmers in India as example 
use cases where blockchain technology could offer real change and significant benefits for farmers 
and BPL Indian citizens. Other examples within the supply chain and logistics industries are also 
discussed that could greatly benefit from blockchain solutions. 
    Blockchain is still a relatively immature concept and studies have highlighted that beyond feasibility 
few real world applications exist, posing a dilemma to organisations looking at the technology to 
understand the impact on their existing processes. This study supports aspects of the literature such 
as the study by Beck et al. (2017) that advocates a positive yet pragmatic focussed perspective on 
blockchain. This entails further research on mitigating the risks of blockchain, its unintended 
consequences, impact on established markets and cultural ramifications as well as benefits to 
industry. We present this study as a thorough review of the blockchain literature that attempts to 
offer an IS/IM and business benefit focussed perspective. This study develops and discusses a number 
of the key themes relating to blockchain and highlights the many benefits and limitations of the 
technology. By adapting the Rogers (2003) MIDP model, this study presents a blockchain innovation 
framework as a mechanism for guiding both research and practice in the progression toward the 
development and procurement of blockchain solutions.  
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